TOURS IN MOROCCO

Ali Chaanbi
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IndiGo Safari is an accredited tour operator specialized in overland tours across the different cities and
towns in Morocco. Discover Morocco's rich culture, interesting terrains, friendly people, delightful shopping
options and delectable cuisine. We offer you many different kinds of programs and tours to discover the
Magic Of Morocco.
All of our programs and tours in morocco show you the beautiful desert scenery and many historical places,
berbere village . You will travel in the high atlas , sahara , berbere village , drink min tea with nomadic
family in sahara, You will eat traditional Moroccan food and lessen to the sound of silent .
.
You can explore Morocco in several ways: by jeep 4X4 , by camel, or on foot. If you want more
challenging pursuits like climbing and trekking also we arrange for you all the desert service as camping and
food during your tour in the desert or in our camp in the middle of the desert.
We can help you put together the perfect private tour. Explore the magic of the Imperial Cities, the rolling
dunes of the Sahara Desert, or the peaks of High Atlas Mountains. We'll help you put together the cultural
itinerary or trekking excursion of a lifetime!
IndiGo Safari is an in-country tour operator. We have lived and worked in country for many years and
ensure our clients a carefully planned, smooth trip. All of our holidays are designed step by step with you.
Our sample tours will give you an idea of the various tour possibilities offered.
Let yourself be touched by the particular atmosphere of the desert and by the Bedouin way of living: The
traditional dishes which are cooked on an open fireplace. The desert nights, when the sky is shining with
stars. Sleeping under the umbrella of a Bedouin Nomadic tent. You will have exciting experiences from
sunrise to sunset.
We believe in the saying that “Customer is King”. All our tours are Private Tour, Personalized and
Flexible. You will be accompanied by an experienced tour guide using air-conditioned 4x4 Toyota or
MiniBus. You can ask the tour guide to stop the car any time if you want to take pictures, have a drink, shop
or just stretch. All you need to do is sit, relax and we will do the rest to ensure that you arrive safely to your
destination, have a great time and an unforgettable experience of Morocco. The magic of the Sahara and
Morocco awaits you...
We have a range of tours in morocco and adventures to choose from. You can choose from the different
categories on Tours page or Contact Us and we can tailor-fit the tour that best suits your interests and
budget.

Camel Trekking In Morocco
Sahara and Desert : Merzouga
& Erg Chebbi
The Berbere "Nomades" invite you to
discover the magic of the Berber
country and to see the desert through
a window of authenticity. A trip like
nothing else you have experienced!

Camel Trekking Morocco, Erg
Chebbi Camel Treks Morocco:
The Erg Chebbi sand dunes at
Merzouga represent an excellent
centre for the exploration of
Morocco's sandy or true desert, they are considered to be one of the great sights of Morocco, The Erg
Chebbi dunes can be reached most directly from Erfoud through an off-road trail or via Rissani on paved
road. The Erg Chebbi desert dunes fascinate Moroccans and foreigners alike. Mention "Merzouga"
anywhere in Morocco and people will tell you of the power of the sands to cure rheumatics who come here
to be buried up to the neck in the sand. Widely believed, but never seen! The Erg Chebbi dunes also have a
wide-ranging aesthetic appeal; witness the film directors, writers, artists and photographs who struggle to
convey their beauty.

The Sunset
The Sunset tour begins around 5:30pm. It takes almost helf ahour to reach the sand dunes of Erg chebbi on
top a camel. Then, we will leave the camels in about 80 meters to reach the highest dune of Merzouga. For
those who want to see a panoramic view they must climb to the top, it will takes them another 10 minutes. If
you prefer not to hike up the highest dunes, the area around the camel "parking" is perfect to watch the
sunset. After having enjoying that short time we travel back to the village. This tour includes a stop at the
garden where you will have a short explanation about the canal system.

The Sunrise
The Sunrise Tour starts early and takes 35 minutes to reach the highest dune of Merzouga. This tour
included a visit to the garden on the way back. For this tour you don't need to set the alarm clock. Enjoy
your night and we will come around for a wake-up call.

Camel trekking for ONE Night in the desert
This trip begins in evening, we organize the camel ride for the night in desert from a hotel near the sand
dunes, and the camels will be packed with foods, blankets and everything else which we will need. The trek
will start right into the desert for 1:30min, We will spend the night in an equipped camp with drums music
in the middle of the Sahara, this is a great opportunity to take lovely pictures of the sunset and sunrise, when
we arrive at the camp we walk to the high dunes to see the sunset, It will be a magical night when the sky is
clear of cover and stars sparkle and shine with intensity. During the first night, there will be a wonderful
dinner around a campfire, we will spend the night in nomad tents, in the morning we will ride the camels
backing to Merzouga, and you’ll have the breakfast and shower in the hotel in Merzouga.

Camel trekking for TWO Night in the desert

This trip begins in evening, we organize the camel ride for the night in desert from a hotel near the sand
dunes, and the camels will be packed with foods, blankets and everything else which we will need. The trek
will start right into the desert for 1:30min, We will spend the night in an equipped camp with drums music
in the middle of the Sahara, this is a great opportunity to take lovely pictures of the sunset and sunrise, when
we arrive at the camp we walk to the high dunes to see the
sunset,
It will be a magical night when the sky is clear of cover and stars sparkle and shine with intensity. During
the first night, there will be a wonderful dinner around a campfire, we will spend the night in nomad tents
,The next day In the morning after the breakfast in the camp we will ride the camels to visit and lunch with
nomad peoples , after relax and lunch with the nomad peoples we will ride the camels backing to the camp,
when we reach the camp, we leave the camels and we will take the sand broads and we walk to the high
dunes , we will visit a oasis into the dunes & we walk back to the camp after the sunset, the next day in
morning we will ride the camel backing to Merzouga after the sunrise, you'll have the breakfast and shower
in the hotel in Merzouga .

Accommodation
We choose good quality accommodation that combines traditional style architecture and genuine Berber
hospitality with modern services and facilities. We use the listed accommodation regularly and are guided
by the feedback from our guests.

Riad
Riads are traditional Moroccan houses built around an internal garden and courtyard - peaceful and a
wonderful place for guests to relax out of the sun. Riads in Morocco are located in the older part of the cities
and provide small guest rooms with en-suite bathrooms. Riads are beautifully decorated in traditional
Moroccan style and offer a truly personal service and an intimate atmosphere at the heart of Moroccan
culture.

Nomadic Tente
Accommodation in the desert will be in a bivouac, a traditional nomad camp. The tents are made of camel
wool, the perfect material for Sahara Desert as their thickness protects from the heat of the sun and when it
rains, the wool expands, producing a water-proof material. Basic tent accommodation with no facilities
through to luxury en-suite tents is available.

Kasbah Hotel
Outside of the larger cities we stay in traditional style hotels. The hotels provide authentic Moroccan bed
and breakfast accommodation. In the more remote areas facilities such as air conditioning and plumbing
may not be as reliable as in more developed areas but the genuine hospitality of the Berber people will
ensure your stay is comfortable.

